
Grandiflora 
All Dressed Up™ 

Color: Medium pink 
Size: Medium-tall/ Upright 

Bloom/Size: Medium, 3-4" diameter 
 (35 to 50 petals) 

Fragrance: Light tea to fresh cut apple 
Zones: 5-10 

Every day can be a formal occasion in your garden! 
With its long-lasting, fully double, and non-fading 
blossoms, the style and sophistication of your garden 
will elevate to classy and chic. Long cutting stems 
make impressive, long-lasting bouquets, and add 
elegance and style to any room. Dark green, glossy 

foliage looks great in a vase or in your garden. 
Anna's Promise® 

Color: Bicolor golden tan & pink blush with a copper 
reverse 

Size: 5'/Very rounded & bushy 
Bloom/Size: Medium/Double, single or in small 

clusters (Around 35 petals) 
Fragrance: Moderately spicey 

Zones: 6-9 
Anna's Promise praises the true heart and steadfast 
love that transcends the trials and tribulations 
endured by Downton Abbey's character Anna Bates. 

The unique color combination of golden petals with a pink blush and glowing bronze reverse is a 
fitting representation of Anna's character. Elegant blossoms surrounded by glossy, green foliage, 
exude a spicy, fruit fragrance.  This graceful plant  includes strong blossom stems for bouquets 
in the parlor. Well clothed with deep glossy green foliage. 



FUN IN THE SUN                     
Color: Gold suffused with pink                                                                                            

Size:  Medium/Upright                                                                                                    
Flower: Medium-large, 3-4" diameter,  old-
fashioned, very double, (60 to 85 petals)                                                                                                        

Fragrance: Strong fruity & spices.                 
Zones: 6-9 

This new Grandiflora maintains its color to the end 
and provides a delightfully intense, fruity scent, 
inviting butterflies and other pollinators to the 

garden.  It's a true English-style rose that contains 60-85 petals in each of its 3-4" flower 
heads, appearing in clusters of 5 or 6 blooms per stem. True to its name, Fun in the Sun thrives 
in full sun with thorough watering early in the day. It's perfect for bringing a sophisticated 
ambiance to border gardens. We love it as an eye-catching focal point in bouquets and vases, 
too. 

Pop Art™                                     
Flower Color: Pink & yellow striped.                                                                                           

Size: Medium-tall/Upright moderately spreading                                                                
Flower: Old-fashioned, very double, 4-4½" 
diameter, mostly single, (65 to 75 petals)                                                    

Fragrance: Fruity & citrus.                                 
Zones: 5-10  

Unlike most striped roses, which typically feature 
red blooms with light yellow striping, the flowers of 
this unique variety are pastel pink with stripes that 

are deeper yellow. As a non-clustering Grandiflora, its lush flowers grow one to a stem, not 
together in bunches. You'll appreciate how the glossy foliage sets off the blooms so well. Pop Art 

offers long-lasting colors, a moderately fruity scent, and very strong resistance to diseases. 



State of Grace™                            
Color: Soft apricot-gold with dark pink reverse                                                                     

Size:  Medium/Rounded & bushy                                                                                  
Flower: Spiraled, old-fashioned & very double                                                             

Medium, around 3½-4 inch diameter                                                                              
(30 to 65 petals)                                                                                                      

Fragrance: Moderate fruity                               
Zones: 4-9 

State of Grace exemplifies the improved modern    
antique style. The stylish, attractive old-fashioned soft apricot-gold blossoms with a dark pink 
reverse are as beautiful in the garden as in a vase. The old- rose romance, style and fragrance 
was maintained but we improved the disease-resistance and ensured the plant is very well-
balanced with a rounded even habit that is not too tall and rangy so you can still enjoy the 
prolifically produced blooms at eye level. 

Twilight Zone 
Color:  Deep velvet purple                                           

Size: Medium/Rounded to slightly spreading 

Flower: Large, fully double, old fashioned (Over 
40 petals)                                                               

Fragrance: Strong clove & spice                          
Zones: 5-10  

Big fat buds open to very double old-fashioned flowers of deep velvet purple overlaid with a wisp 
of smoke… a purple haze for the garden. Strongly scented with a combination of clove & 
lemony citrus blossom. Deep green leaves cover the plant & compliment the remarkably-colored 
flowers. More purple in moderate temps.


